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OUR
B EL O V ED
PR O PH E T
PROPHET’S GARDENS

IN

T HE

Our Beloved Prophet was invited by the Canadian guides last Saturday for a lunch along
the lake in the Prophet’s gardens.... on Sunday, it was the privilege of the Canadian
angels, this time, to cook for Him and share His meal.... Imagine the pleasure, the
laughters, sensual food... with, in the background, the swans on the lake, the pigeons
flying around, deer a few meters away.... It was just a perfect week end ...
By the way , the official season of petanque is open J Already 3 victories for RAEL’s
team... J
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On Saturday, our Beloved Prophet spent some time with the guides and here is a selection
of His words, taken from notes :
“A guide must be universal. It is important not to feel localized. Guides must be universal,
without roots. Only vegetables have roots. It is important to have a universal vision.”
“ The Las Vegas seminar was so wonderful : beautiful, powerful and simple. The first
seminar in America! And 100% of the newcomers were sensitive, balanced, with a nice
sense of humour, enthusiastic, all of them potential guides. We had in the past many
people joining who were attracted by the irrational of ufology, astrology, some were
replacing god by Elohim. Most of them left. Today, the people who are joining us are
staying as they are in phase with the foundation of the Messages : we are atheist,
scientific, we demystify the past and we are focussed on the future. We are finally
perceived as we really are : a scientific religion.”
“The messages are here to save the planet. With our actions we are taking care of the
future. Let’s make sure we don’t get contaminated by the Bad. If you feel like arguing,
remember that the Good doesn’t argue with the Bad, the Yin doesn’t argue with the Yang.
The universe wouldn’t turn round if both weren’t there. The day wouldn’t exist without the
night. If only the Good existed, we wouldn’t have our free will.
The Good accepts the Bad, but the Bad wants the destruction of the Good. However the
Good always wins. On the Elohim planet, the Bad still exists. Everything must exist, even if
there are zones of absolute Good like on the planet of the Eternals.”
By the way, you may remember that the Canadian seminars will be held from July 17th to
July 24th in that paradise garden... if you feel like spending a whole week in the same
gardens as the Prophet, you will find all info to register on www.rael.org J See you there
soon....

ACTIONS ACTIONS ACTIONS ACTIONS
Online Petition
It has been now almost 2 years since South Korean immigration denied the Maitreya RAEL
the right to enter Korea where he was invited to give a conference by the hundreds of
raelians in that country. Since then, the Korean raelians have been asking for the decision
to be revised but without success so far. The same terrible refusal occurred a few years
ago, in South Korea as well, for the Dalai Lama, denying Korean Buddhists the right to
welcome their spiritual leader.
The Korean raelians are now asking for international help. They have started an online
Signature Campaign to call off the denial of access to South Korea against Maitreya Rael.
If you want to help the Korean raelians to welcome their spiritual leader, please sign the
petition at the following address : http://petition.rael.co.kr/en
PAMPHLETS IN BIBLE
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Some raelians are already doing it.... if you are in a hotel where they have bibles in a
drawer next to the bed.... please do not forget to leave a pamphlet in the bible ... J

IN OUR NEWS THIS WEEK (raelianews.org)
$1 trillion globally spent on weapons in 2004, the biggest scandal on
earth

A new report released by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (Sipri) an
independent research institute, just revealed the extraordinary sums spent on weapons in
2004 - the sixth successive year in which arms spending increased. The global total spent
on munitions topped $1 trillion!!! In contrast, the amount spent on aid to poor countries
over the same period was $78.6bn.
America was the greatest spender on arms with $455bn, an increase from 2003 of 12 per
cent. Britain, the second largest arms spender, spent $47bn - a tenth of the US total.
The Prophet RAEL made the following comment when the report was released: “This is
the biggest scandal on earth and the biggest problem for the future of Humanity. 1 trillion
is 1 billion of billions of $ wasted for nothing while scientists have no money to make
researches. With only 1 year of this stupid military spending there would be no more 1
million children on earth starving to death, and a cure for AIDS and for cancer would have
been found. Militaries are the cancer of humanity.

The new pope as criminal as his predecessor
Speaking to African bishops at the Vatican, the Pope Benedict XVI said that the spread of
HIV and Aids in Africa should be tackled through fidelity and abstinence and not by
condoms. He told them: "The traditional teaching of the church has proven to be the only
failsafe way to prevent the spread of HIV/Aids."
Here is what the Prophet RAEL declared yesterday :
“As his predecessor, the new pope is also becoming a criminal against humanity, and
more accurately a criminal against Africa by inciting African people not to use condoms.
Millions will die because they listen to him. A real genocide created by this criminal
pope. All African Raelians in order to save lives must push as many Africans as possible to
apostatize from the catholic church”.

An Oxytocin potion. Use it for love not for war.

According to scientists from the University of Zurich, the exposure to an oxytocin potion
would led people to be more trusting. Studies have shown that this hormone is linked to
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bonding between males and females and mother infant. It seems that it also helps
determine whether we will trust lovers, friends or business contacts.
In a BBC report, one expert warned that it could be misused by politicians who want to
persuade more people to back them up.
Here are the comments of the Prophet RAEL related to this matter:
The use of this hormone by politicians or religious leaders to create more fanaticism is a
terrible possibility and even more so if used by military recruiters!!!...
I prefer to imagine this spray used when you are approaching a possible sexual partner...
Use it for love not for war.
Religious traditionalists will describe this as a "chemical abuse"... The abuse may be to
spray somebody not aware of it... but if you spray yourself like you would do with a
perfume, there is no such thing as an "abuse"...even if you do it in order to have your
partner smell it on your body as well as sexual pheromones...
Pheromone abuse? Science will bring us more and more things to laugh about...

Our support was sent this week to
-

-

-

Elénie, 13, lthe youngest candidate in France to the baccalaureat ( diploma given at
the end of high school). She has been prevented to study at her own pace many
times and even threatened to be sent in a psychiatric institution by some of her
teachers who didn’t recognize her genius... Have a great success dear Elenie!
Rowan Atkinson for his opposition to a bill limiting freedom of expression in UK.
This new bill is being discussed that will prevent anyone to talk badly about any
religion, including artists in their comedian acts. This is a clear limitation in the
freedom of expression.
Peter Mandelson from the controversial European trade commissioner's department
who is pressing for new GM foods and crops to be eaten and planted across
Europe.

IN THE MOVEMENT…. Excellent news
from Asia :
Junzo, the continental guide is sharing his joy to see the achievements of his teams in
his huge and diversified continent:

About National seminars in Asia AH59:
This year, we had great success of National seminars in Asia!
15 participants in Chinese seminar(new record in china)
31 participants in Taiwanese seminar(new record in Taiwan)
179 participants in Korean seminar(new record in Korea)
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129 participants in Tokyo seminar(new record in Tokyo)
35 participants in Thailand seminar(new record in Thailand)
25 participants in Malaysian seminar(new record in Malaysia)
20 participants in Phillipine seminar
Congratulations to all!!!! and congratulations to Michio, responsible for teaching in Asia
who went to all of them !

Here is a report on the First Raelian Seminar in Malaysia
by Michio

We held the very first Raelian seminar in Malaysia on May
28th and 29th. Color Shin, our Malaysian national guide (see
picture on the left), made all preparations for the seminar by
herself without any other staff. She worked very hard to
invite as many Malaysian people as possible to the seminar.
In Malaysia, 60% of the population is Muslim, 30% are
Buddhist and 10% are from other religions (Hindu, Christian,
etc.). The many religions and races mix beautifully together
which makes people open-minded.
Most of the seminar participants were Buddhist. They were very interested in the
philosophy of the New Buddha from the west and did not stop asking questions about
the Message during the seminar.
25 people attended the Malaysian
seminar (19 new comers!) which is a
new record for a country's first
national seminar in Asia. We held the
Thailand seminar one week before the
Malaysian seminar and there were also
19 new comers, so we got 38 Asian
new comers in 2 weeks! The message
of the Elohim is spreading among
Buddhists rapidly in Southeast Asian
countries. As Elohim told us, more
Buddhists will be Raelian soon!!
Thank you Maitreya Rael for bringing us so much happiness...

Countdown to the Establishment of Mongolian Raelian Movement
By Fusa

Koji, the national guide of Mongolia left Japan for Mongolia by himself for the diffusion
of the messages in the Spring just a year ago, and later, for a second time with Alice,
and on his third time, Alice, Kayo, and I also went to Mongolia to help him.
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We donated the books of the messages to ten universities' libraries, and with the helps
of Mongolian people, we made a consignment sale of our books at bookstores. We
already sold many books by consignment sale in the last year.
The Mongolians, who helped us eagerly, were Mr. Toufushen and his wife, Ms.
Alyeona, a chief editor of a newspaper publisher, Mr. Binebat, the son of Mr. Dawarf,
an able race-horse trainer who was given a medal by the government of his country,
Ms. Batmor, the manager of a company, and Ms. Deuwa, a teacher of a foreign
language.
Some of them are planning to attend the coming Asian seminar this Summer in Japan.
Thanks to them, articles about our movement was published on two major
newspapers. One of the articles was written by Ms. Alyeona, and it was as big as one
third of a page, covering a really good summary about the movement's activities.
A university of culture and fine arts studies, which we donated our books to,
introduced us to Mongolian national TV station, and we were interviewed for a news
show run by the station. Furthermore, the graduate university of the above university
made a proposal to us that, for the 60th anniversary of its establishment, the
university hold an exhibition of art works on the 7th of October in a tie-up with the
lecture presentation of the Raelian Movement.
This means that all the graduate university students will read the books of the
messages, which will give them diverse themes to help them have a good inspiration
to create a work of art. On the 6th of October, we will also hold another lecture
presentation at another university of agriculture studies. Our diffusion has progressed
steadily, which is so wonderful!
This progress results from the national guide Koji's unique strategy to target Mongolian
public figures, and leaders in the diffusion of the messages.
Mongolia is the country of the descendants of Genghis Khan, well known, in the world,
as the previous monarch of the country. This country has vast grass fields widely
spreading throughout the land with her people living so friendly in a relaxed manner,
and behaving politely with their face full of harmonious smile towards people from
overseas.
Our diffusion has progressed so far probably because of the good nature of the people.
In Mongolia, there are more women than men, and due to this, women tend to choose
to become independent rather than getting married in life.
This makes many of them becoming strong women; even so, they are full of
femininity.
On the 27th and 28th of May, in the capital of Mongolia, Ulan Bator, our first lecture
presentation was held at a foreign language center. Twenty-five people came, and out
of them, there were twenty-three women, which made us very surprised.
Some of them expressed their desire to attend a transmission ceremony. We are
looking forward to the first Mongolian transmission ceremony to be held on the 7th of
October.
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Well, we have just started the countdown of days to the establishment of Mongolian
Raelian Movement!

Koji, Tofushun, and Fusa are very pleased The message books are presented to a national
with a newspaper article
university of education.

Koji giving an interview to the Mongolian The message books are presented to the Fine
national TV
art graduate school president

COMING EVENTS
After the Canadian seminars, European seminars
will be next, another exceptional event,
unmissable !!!
Unique teachings, exceptional environment, crazy atmosphere ?
It will be from Jully 30th till August 6th in Spain with the last
Prophet !!!
For further information : europeanseminar@rael.org
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CONVENTION FOR THE 30th ANNIVERSARY OF THE SECOND
ENCOUNTER: WHAT ABOUT AN ELOHIMIZATION CONTEST?
In the Swiss Valese, at the foot of the Prophet Vineyard, we will be hundreds to celebrate
the 30th anniversary of the second encounter of our Beloved Prophet with the Elohim, on
October 7th....
It has been already 30 years, 30 years only....
Last December 13th, the Prophet Rael surprised us by launching the elohimization year
and since then we have had quite a few other surprises !!! The Elohimization is touching
so many aspects of our life, be it at the political, social or religious levels, everything is
moving faster.... how will it be when we meet on October 7th?
Rael-Sciences already published many articles this year that demonstrated what our
Beloved Prophet has been teaching us for 30 years.
Thanks to this science that will enable us to live better and longer, and hopefully eternally
soon, our society is in deep mutation and the old religions are unable to catch up with it
and change their speeches to match the new given scientific data. We understand that the
raelian “light” is essential for this mutation to happen harmoniously, as our Creators
planned it when they created us.
Raelians are thus important actors of the elohimization along with the scientists and the
artists of this world who bring their creativity to make a more refined and more conscious
planet.
All these different aspects of the elohimization will be covered during the few days of our
convention and we count on you all to bring your vision of the elohimization of the
planet… and even more, we would love to learn about your actions !!!
If you think you have a good idea to contribute to the Elohimization of the
planet, alone or with a team, or if you already did an action that contributed,
please send us a short summary of what you did or want to do with the names
of the authors as well. We will come back to you and tell you how you can
participate to the « ELOHIMIZATION CONTEST », whether we need you to make a
presentation or a poster, or maybe a video of what you did or want to do…. If you cannot
be in Switzerland, we may also plan internet duplex, so do not limit yourself if you are not
planning on being there physically…. But you may also change your mind and come, it will
be so great J
Raelabs will give one or several prices, including the Elohimization award given to a non
raelian personnality who would have achieved something major for the Elohimization of
the planet.
This year is a turning point in the development of our humanity, it could be also for all of
us.... but unlike the other philosophical groups that are attached to the past, we will not
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loose our breath trying to catch up as we have all the keys to anticipate the future and
also the best guide ever to succeed, the Prophet RAEL.
PLEASE CONTACT US WITH YOUR IDEAS, YOUR PROJECTS, YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS….
LET’S MAKE THIS 30th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION IN THE YEAR OF ELOHIMIZATION, A
FESTIVAL OF NEURONES… AND HAVE OUR CREATORS SMILE WITH JOY WITNESSING
IT….
Our Contact : editor@raelianews.org
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